This problem (and in fact a slightly more general problem) has been solved in [10, Section 4] in the special case that the involution JA is tracique, which means that there exists some p in A with /x + ß = 1. We have shown in this case that b has again a presentation (*) with sums of norms as coefficients c{.
In Section 2 of the present paper the problem will be solved for-up to very mild restrictions-arbitrary semilocal rings.
We shall obtain for b an expression (*) with slightly more complicated coefficients ct; just sums of norms will not suffice [ In the case of fields with trivial involution the semisignatures correspond uniquely to the quadratic semiorderings studied by Prestel [15] and Bröcker [4] , and then our result is already implicitely contained in [15] and explicitely in [4] .
Our paper closes with a criterion involving semisignatures, that some multiple n X E of a given hermitian space E over A is isotropic ([Theorem 5.13], cf. [4, 2.12] in the field case).
We adopt throughout the notations of [10] with the following exceptions:
Our semilocal ring with involution is denoted by A instead of (A, JA).
A hermitian space E over A is a free-instead of a projective-^4-module of finite rank equipped with a nondegenerate hermitian form, and W(A) denotes the Witt ring of these spaces, i.e., the ring denoted in [10] by WF(A, JA).
We call two hermitian spaces E> F over A equivalent, and write E ~FF
if they have the same image [E] = [F] in W(A). If A has trivial involution
(JA -id-) tnen t n e hermitian spaces over A are also called bilinear spaces.
If again A has trivial involution a quadratic space over A is defined as a free module of finite rank over A equipped with a non-degenerate quadratic form, and Wq{A) denotes the Witt group of these spaces, which is a module over W(A). We call two quadratic spaces E> F over A equivalent, and write E ~ F, . We further apply two cancellation theorems which will be stated now.
Assume that A has trivial involution. If the involution JA is tracique nearly everything proved in the Sections 2 and 4 is already contained in [10, Section 4]. In fact Section 4 of [10] is a good introduction to the present paper, since in principle the same method is used but less machinery about forms is needed than in the general case.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SETS TV(M)
Throughout this paper A is a fixed semilocal ring with involution, and A denotes a fixed natural number (in particular h ^ 1) such that 4A -1 and 2h -1 are units in A. For example choose h as the product of all odd prime numbers which occur as characteristics of fields A/Wl with $Jl a maximal ideal of A, if there are any such prime numbers, and else choose h = 1. That 2h -1 is a unit will not be needed before Section 4. -1, 2h -1, (2h -1)(1 -Ah) ).
Multiplying by -JE we obtain 2x£lrx(J *) ^ E ® (1, -1, 1 -2Ä, (2Ä -1)(4Ä -1) ). Thus -1 is a sum of 2* squares.
Now the natural numbers

DESCRIPTION OF THE SATURATIONS $L
Up to the end of the paper the subring of A0 generated by the set N(A) of norms is denoted by B, and for any nonempty subset M of A0* the ring generated in A0 by N(A) and M is denoted by B[M]. Clearly the saturation NL (cf. 2.3) is contained in B[M], and M is also contained in rV(M).
Throughout this section we assume that in the case JA id all fields A0lm with m a maximal ideal of A0 have at least four elements. To prove 6 e JÜ in the case ^ itf we need the following lemma, which will be proved afterwards. W(A) is surjective and that under our assumptions the kernel of this map is  additively generated by the spaces {a, -aN(e) We now show that in addition 5u(-5) = A0*y and thus S fulfills all our requests. Assume a is a unit of A0 not contained in -S. Let T denote the set (S U {a}y, which by Lemma 5.8 consists of units x + ay with x in S andjy in U. Suppose rn(-T)^ 0. Then we see as above that -a lies in S, which is a contradiction. Thus Tn(~r)= 0, and by the maximality of S we have T = S, i.e., a e 5. This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.7.
As in previous sections we may add the following remark, which is evident by our proof of Theorem 5.7. Up to now I have not been able to prove this. We call an hermitian space E over A weakly isotropic, if m X E is isotropic for some natural number m> i.e., m x E contains a primitive vector x with n(x) = 0, and we call E strongly anisotropic if E is not weakly isotropic. The goal of the last part of this section is to develop a criterion for spaces to be weakly isotropic using semisignatures {cf. [4, 2.14] in the case of fields}. 
and thus a(E) < n. Applying this to the space -E we obtain o(E) ^ -n.
Assume now that a multiple r x E is isotropic. Then r x E contains a metabolic plane and thus r x E ~F with dim F < nr. We obtain r I a(E)\ = I a(F)\ < dimF < nr and thus | v{E)\ < n. We also see from (*) that a{E) == n mod 2. This implies | a(E)\ < n -2.
Q.E.D. Since 2h -1 is a sum of 4 squares, this proves 6 X F to be isotropic.
We call
Q.E.D.
Let E be a strongly anisotropic hermitian space over A. We now show that there exists a semisignature a of A such that E is positive definite with respect to a. Then Theorem 5.13 will be proved.
We first choose a bilinear space F over A0 such that E ^ F ®Aq A. This is always possible: If E is proper then E is an orthogonal sum of spaces (a), with a in A0*y and if E is improper then E is an orthogonal sum of spaces (J I) with a, b in A0 and 1 -4ab e A0*. Since E is strongly anisotropic, every bilinear space F ® {Nex Ner) with r > 1 and units of A is 
